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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
There is a significant range of Council owned properties across the borough which are
occupied by Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) groups covering a wide variety
of organisations and partners. The basis of these occupations has evolved over time
with some paying rent, some paying no rent and others paying reduced rents. This has
led to a position where there is little transparency or consistency in the management
of the portfolio; responsibility for repairs and maintenance is not always clear and there
is a lack of investment in the buildings which has, in some cases, lead to poor
standards of Health & Safety with the associated risk to building users and reputational
risks for the Council.
This proposal addresses the core VCS portfolio of approximately 49 properties totalling
approximately 85,000 sq. ft. of accommodation. The proposal seeks to adopt a letting
policy which will support a sustainable model for funding future repairs to premises
whilst also encouraging well utilised spaces delivering services and activities aligned
with the objectives of the Borough Plan.
The letting policy will be underpinned by the introduction of a social value process and
supported by a new VCS assets liaison officer. The policy includes the adoption of a
standardised VCS subsidised rent matrix that recognises differences in location and
size of premises across the portfolio. This policy replaces the Council’s community
asset transfer policy.
1.2 Our proposals
The Council’s proposed Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) Asset Strategy, which
was the subject of a public consultation, seeks to support and enhance the work of all
VCS groups within the borough, by providing them with a consistent, fair and transparent
platform and basis for occupying Council-owned properties. Under the proposals, all
VCS tenants will be granted consistent lease terms of up to 10 years, on a low and
subsidised rent, allowing them to focus on delivering social value to residents. The
proposed policy will therefore offer improved financial support to all VCS organisations,
as well as deliver joined up and collaborative working within the sectors, in order to help
them to deliver the Borough Plan goals.
The VCS Asset Strategy is the foundation for a new relationship with our partner tenants
that sit in this portfolio. As custodians of buildings for the benefit of Lambeth residents
this policy will ensure that our community assets deliver maximum outcomes for our
communities and provide greater transparency, fairness, and consistency for all. At the
same time, underpinned by the introduction of a social value process, the policy includes
subsidised rent.
The proposed policy attempts to redress this imbalance that exists.
2. The consultation
2.1 Consultation objectives
The Council recognises the vital role which VCS organisations play in the lives of
Lambeth residents, and understands the strong delivery track record which the sector
has in supporting our residents to live better lives in accordance with the borough plan.
The introduction of a fair, and transparent policy will encourage better use and sharing
of property assets and resources, and lead to accountability to strengthen local
organisations to deliver crucial services to Lambeth residents.
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The proposed VCS Asset Strategy seeks to:






Encourage well utilised spaces delivering services and activities aligned with the
objectives of the Borough Plan.
Adopt a letting policy and social value mechanism that will encourage a fair and
sustainable model for the provision of and ring fencing of VCS accommodation in
Lambeth.
Ensure that the use and occupation of these assets complies with all legislative,
statutory and contractual arrangements, especially where Health and Safety is
concerned. and
The funding, by the Council, of any existing maintenance backlog and future major
repairs.
Enable the Council to meet its statutory duty under the Equalities Act 2010 to
consider how we can positively contribute to building a fairer society by advancing
equality and good relations between communities in our day to day activities.

2.2 Who we consulted
We offered all VCS tenants and occupiers directly impacted by this strategy early
engagement and held pre-consultation virtual meetings with a majority. We extended
this consultation with webinars and presentation to the wider VCS sector within
Lambeth, including members from the Funders Forum, and Lambeth Community Hubs
(We are 366, Stockwell Partnership, High Trees Community Development Trust and
others). We consulted with the VCS more widely through communications to the sector
though Integrate to inform the sector of the consultation. Specific consultees
approached are identified in Appendix C. We opened up the consultation to the wider
public so that any member of the public could access and comment on the proposals.
In order to comply with our public sector equality duty, we ensured that the proposed
strategy would serve to eliminate unlawful discrimination; advance equality of
opportunity and foster good relations between people who share a protected
characteristic and those who don’t. This is supported by published Charity
Commission information, as well as existing corporate data regarding the VCS sector
and have established that a majority of the VCS tenants and/or partner organisations
are inclusive and deliver a range of services to a wider group of residents who share
the 'protected characteristics' as described by the Equality Act 2010; and are therefore
not confined to a particular type of protected characteristic.
2.3 When we consulted
We wrote to all forty-one tenants and occupiers within this portfolio between 26th
February and 04th March 2021 to inform them that we were about to commence
consultation on a new VCS Asset Strategy, and that they had been identified as an
organisation that would be directly impacted by the proposals. In this initial email, we
offered each occupier the opportunity to attend a virtual meeting for this purpose with
as many trustees, board members of leadership team as would like to join to hear and
understand the proposed strategy being consulted upon.
Following positive responses from over 65% of the occupiers, we undertook and
delivered a series of presentations, webinar and telephone engagements, presenting
the draft strategy to the different stakeholders and their networks on the draft
proposals, the impact (positive and negative) on their occupation and use of Councilowned property, and the next steps.
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We wrote to all the stakeholders on 15th March 2021 to let them know that the
consultation was now live, together with the hyper-link for the consultation, the process
for responding to the survey and submitting written submissions to the main address
at vasa@lambeth.gov.uk.
The on-line consultation ran for a period of six weeks, from 15th March to 25th April
2021.
2.4 How we consulted
The draft Lambeth The Voluntary and Community Sector (VCS) Asset Strategy
proposals have been widely consulted using different methodologies.
The different methods consisted of:
A six weeks’ on-line public consultation, accessible on the Council’s website
https://beta.lambeth.gov.uk/consultations/have-your-say-our-voluntarycommunity-sector-asset-strategy-consultation (Figure 1).
ii) Multiple individual and group webinar presentations
iii) Presentations at meetings and forums both with external and internal stakeholders.
i)

Figure 1: Consultation Webpage with all the relevant documents
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2.4.1 Press activity
The Council was asked to comment and provided a statement on the VCS Asset
Strategy, and in particular relating to the impact of the proposals on a single occupier,
Waterloo Action Society by the following publications:





London SE1 Community Website, 20th April 2021 (https://www.londonse1.co.uk/news/view/10527),
The Law Society Gazette, 20th April 2021
(https://www.lawgazette.co.uk/news/council-plans-could-spell-the-end-forlegal-advice-service-after-49-years/5108196.article),
Time Out London, 20th April 2021
(https://www.timeout.com/london/news/one-of-londons-oldest-communitycentres-is-under-threat-042021).

The Council issued the response below following the media enquiries:
Lambeth Council said: 'The council’s proposed Voluntary and Community Sector
(VCS) Asset Strategy, which is currently the subject of a public consultation, seeks to
support and enhance the work of all VCS groups within the borough, by providing them
with a consistent, fair and transparent platform and basis for occupying council-owned
properties.
'Under the proposals, all VCS tenants will be granted consistent lease terms of up to
10 years, on a low and subsidised rent, allowing them to focus on delivering social
value to residents. The council proposes that Waterloo Action Centre will, after a period
of transition, pay a rent that reflects an 80% rental subsidy from the council. There
would be no increase in rental in the first year, and any proposed increases will be
gradually phased over a three-year period to enable WAC to build up more capacity
and account for this proposed increase.'
2.4.2 Digital activity
The Council’s partner, Integrate, were instructed to contact tenants about the
consultation and signpost them towards the consultation documents and
questionnaire. They did two Mailchimp mailings as follows to their VCS network



15th March 2021 at 1700 hours to 2,332 recipients,
20 April, 2021 @ 1100am to 2,496 recipients

Integrate also sent out messages across their social media accounts and discussed
(and continue to discuss) the consultation in their day-to-day engagement with the VCS
sector. The web was used to promote the consultation.
2.4.3 Print activity
Due to the current COVID-19 pandemic, no printed materials were used during this
consultation. All information was shared digitally.
2.4.4 Event activity
Due to restrictions on physical group meetings, all webinars and/or discussions were
limited to online engagements during this consultation. All information was shared
digitally.
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3. Responses from members of the public
Over 180 responses were received, 148 online and the rest through direct email
communication and verbal feedback.
3.1 Summary of results
3.1.1 Overall VCS Asset Strategy
The consultation was set out as an overall response and then on 5 Specific Themes.
Overall, the respondents suggested various implementation options and a wide range
of options which the overall strategy could be improved and delivered to ensure more
transparency, consistency and fairness. There was also widely accepted recognition
that while the sector had suffered following lockdowns last year, the strategy, if
correctly delivered, presented a positive opportunity for change for organisations,
particularly those who did not have security of tenure, were paying commercial rents
which would be reduced, or were in older properties which would benefit from
refurbishment.
Some respondents were in the process of reviewing how they deliver their services,
and whether their locations and properties would be fit for purpose post-lockdown, and
the overall strategy was a positive enabler.
As at 8th April 2021, over 71% of the respondents indicated that they ‘strongly agreed’
or ‘agreed’ with the overall aims of the proposed VCS Asset Strategy, citing the need
for consistency and transparency in the allocation of property among other reasons.
This is illustrated below.

Figure 2: Answers to the question (36): “To what extent do agree or disagree with our plans to implement
the VCS Asset Strategy?”
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Figure 3: Answers to the question (31): “Please tell us why you think this?”

However, at the end of the consultation period, support for the strategy had now dipped to
just under 40%. On analysis of the reasons given in Question 2 of the survey, we found a
link between those who did not support the proposals and those that were particularly
concerned about the perceived impact of the proposals on their own individual
organisations, namely Waterloo Action Centre and Lambeth Horticultural Society.

Figure 4: Answers to the question (number of responses): “To what extent do agree or disagree with our
plans to implement the VCS Asset Strategy?” at End of Consultation
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Figure 5: Answers to the question (number of responses): “Please tell us why you think this?”

The respondents who were less in favour of the proposals did not appreciate the
existing landlord and tenant contractual relationship between their organisations and
the Council; and were more likely to hold to the perception that their properties
belonged to their organisations, rather than being Council-owned. The overall strategy
deems all organisations to be custodians of Lambeth-owned assets, evidenced by
15% of respondents who were in favour that the strategy would replace the community
asset transfer, (40% neither agreed nor disagreed).
There was also recognition of the potential to improve the working relationship between
the Council and some organisations, and it was hoped that the overall strategy could
achieve this;
‘Because all the council's properties occupied by the VCS should be used to the utmost
advantage of the communities they serve and it is to the utmost advantage of the
council to build positive and stable relationships with its VCS. Because it is the
advantage of the council to monitor the services that its VCSector provide and the
assets it occupies and to create protocols that ensure that both are maintained to the
highest standards. Because far too many VCS services have for far too long been
consigned to strategic uncertainty by the lack of a clear leasing policy.’

3.1.2 Plans to implement Social Value Mechanism
Almost half of the respondents ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ with our plans to implement
a social value mechanism, including the social value self evaluation form (SVSEF). A
further 21% neither ‘agreed’ nor ‘disagreed’, whilst 31% ‘strongly disagreed’ or
‘disagreed’ with the plans.
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Figure 6: Answers to the question (112 responses): “Q6: To what extent to you agree or disagree with our
plans to implement a social value mechanism including the Social Value Self Evaluation Form (SVSEF)?”

The respondents warned that whilst the SVSEF was a good tool to capture the social
value delivered by organisations to Lambeth residents, there was a fear that it could
place extra resource strain and bureaucracy to smaller organisations that may not be
able to deal with the form. There was a suggestion of another form which would suit
smaller organisations:
‘In many ways the proposed Social Value Self Evaluation Tool is a sensible document
for large VCS organisations with the appropriate resources, staff and communication
channels to access the necessary data and complete the form. However, completion
of the form would place a huge burden on those organisations run by volunteers. At
the very least, we would suggest that at least two forms are needed, one for those
organisations with paid staff and one for those run by volunteers, with questions set
that present an appropriate workload for each’.
Another respondent wrote:
‘I would not wish Lambeth to place extra burden on small organisation who may not
have the resources or capacity to complete the online 'self-evaluation forms'. Many
organisations work and operate on a voluntary basis - so the question is, what will
Lambeth put in place to help small grassroots organisation to adhere to this initiative
and 'obligation'. All your properties are currently 'managed' by external agents - who
have a poor relationship with VCS occupants.’

3.1.3 Plans to implement a VCS Tenant Liaison Officer
Over half of the respondents ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ with our plans to implement
a implement and recruit a VCS Tenant Liaison Officer. A further 31% neither ‘agreed’
nor ‘disagreed’, whilst 18% ‘strongly disagreed’ or ‘disagreed’ with the plans.
The comments demonstrate that the respondents want to have a better relationship
with a Council officer, and perhaps this is the experience of the organisations who are
on commercial leases which are managed in a commercial manner.
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Figure 7: Answers to the question (108 responses): “To what extent to you agree or disagree with our plans
to implement a VCS Tenant Liaison Officer?”

It is thought that the Tenant Liaison officer would help manage this relationship, ensure
repairing and lease obligations are met, support the sector and provide a ‘link’ to the
Council to address mutual objectives which enable and encourage information sharing.
The comments will help draw up a job description for the Tenant Liaison offer, as
evidenced by this comment:
‘A good liaison officer will be someone who (a) visits regularly, gets to know the
occupiers, listens carefully and takes notes (given that he/she has so many occupiers
to look after) (b) if possible, makes immediate suggestions - for example if the tenant
has clearly misunderstood something, or seems to be going in a wrong direction (d)
otherwise comes back to the tenant with guidance ASAP. The officer should also
proactively 'steer' an occupier in the right direction. Obviously, this will depend on the
tenant's capacity, knowledge and experience.
The above should be the main work of the liaison officer and if there is only one such
officer that work will take all of his/her time. He or she should not spend much time 'in
the office' except to do research. There could also be a programme of say monthly
talks & discussions for Occupiers, with written guidance to take away (all made
available online).
Somebody other than the liaison officer should arrange all this, e.g. 'Lambeth
Integrate'. Such talks should involve outside speakers from the likes of Locality or
NCVO, not just Lambeth in-house people. And VCS tenants/occupiers should be
encouraged to meet and mingle so as to learn from each other. Opportunities for this
(e.g. perhaps a monthly early evening VCS social in the Town Hall) should be created
by Lambeth.’
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3.1.4 Plans to implement a VCS Property Panel
Over 44% of the respondents ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ with our plans to implement
a implement a VCS Property Panel. A further 30% neither ‘agreed’ nor ‘disagreed’,
whilst a quarter ‘strongly disagreed’ or ‘disagreed’ with the plans.

Figure 8: Answers to the question (102 responses): “To what extent to you agree or disagree with our plans
to implement a VCS Property Panel?”

A respondent suggested that a success criterion for the Panel would be to maintain a
strategic overview of the role and status of the voluntary and community sector in
Lambeth, and to avoid becoming a ‘mechanistic property-focused group’ but to ensure
that the wider voice of the sector can be heard and understood by all Panel members.
The appointment, makeup of the Panel, and its independence from the Council was
also a recurring theme within the written responses, and some names from Lambeth
Community Hubs were suggested as possible Panel members, as well as how the
Terms of Reference could be improved:
‘The process for appointments should be open and transparent. Members should be
unconnected with each other's organisations or interests. Ideally members would come
from be elected by the VC groups currently occupying council properties and will have
to stand for election every year. Attendance records should be published prior to
elections of panel members.’
And
‘The process for appointments should be open and transparent. Members should be
unconnected with each other's organisations or interests. Ideally members would come
from be elected by the VC groups currently occupying council properties and will have
to stand for election every year. Attendance records should be published prior to
elections of panel members.’
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The invitation and opportunity to serve in the Panel has been extended to members
from the Funding Forum and other independent bodies during the briefing webinars.
3.1.5 Plans for a consistent subsidised rent
Over 39% of the respondents ‘strongly agreed’ or ‘agreed’ with our plans to implement
a implement a consistent and subsidised rent. A further 24% neither ‘agreed’ nor
‘disagreed’, whilst 37% ‘strongly disagreed’ or ‘disagreed’ with the plans.

Figure 9: Answers to the question (106 responses): “To what extent to you agree or disagree with our plans
to implement a consistent subsidised rent for all VCS occupiers?”

A follow up question focused on the rent policy and rent matrix. A significant number
of responders (54%) ‘disagreed’ or ‘strongly disagreed’ with the rent matrix which
assesses the rent according to the overall rent that the Council needs to achieve from
the portfolio to make this strategy work.
Respondents had the opportunity to comment on proposals for all occupiers to be
charged one of the rents in the rent matrix, which applied a discount for size of property
and location of property from amenities to the base rent.
The responses were mixed, and largely depended on the perception of how each
organisation might be impacted, positive and negatively, by the proposed rent matrix.
There was recognition that the rent matrix by itself was not the issue, but rather a
question of affordability particularly in light of the pandemic which had limited income
generating opportunities for most occupiers and could be a threat for long term
operations.
During the presentations, we illustrated that there would be immediate rent reductions
for those on commercial rents, (circa 28 organisations), and long term transition
arrangements of up to four years for those whose rents would see an upwards
adjustment (circa 11 organisations). The survey did not ask for views on these points,
however, respondents sought a longer transition period for the latter group and some
flexibility in dealing with the rent adjustments.
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Organisations which were currently paying a commercial rent were more likely to
support the rent matrix, and to seek an immediate rent reduction and rent support.
‘I agree that (rent) should be affordable but not on the market rent. e.g: We are renting
the Lambeth premises paying full rent on the service which benefits the communities,
but we don’t make any profit. Like during this pandemic our space is been used for
emergency to help the vulnerable people but we still paying rent from our only
contribution. We don't get any rent support from the Lambeth council.’
And another:
‘There are organisations that provide essential services for which they charge no fee,
often because the communities they serve live in areas of high deprivation. Such
organisations are usually adept at living from hand to mouth on their own, skilled, fund
raising activities. It must be likely that some such will fail under the additional pressure
of a council rent.’
And another:
‘It all depends on where those figures have come from and whether or not the current
users / tenants are in a financially stable position that enables them to absorb these
new costs, or, as may well happen, increased rents sadly mean that they must vacate
and seek alternative premises to stay afloat.’
And another:
‘I do not know enough to comment on how these (rents) compare with the private
sector. Rents will be affected by the ongoing impact of COVID-19 and the restrictions.
It seems it could be too soon to set rents now. That aside, some allowance should be
made for the value of the social impact of any particular project, e.g. if the VCS
effectively brings in funds into the LBL or saves LBL on its expenditure on social
care/wellbeing. If there are no huge rent increases implemented every year this will
provide much needed long-term stability and consistency that VCS orgs need.’

3.1.6 Proposed Lease terms and length
We asked for comments on the proposed Lease terms of up to 10 years, as well as
some terms within the letting policy.
There was a mixed level of support for the proposed 10-year lease length, which some
respondents suggesting this was too short to support long term planning; and some
arguing that a 10-year lease would give VCS organisations better stability to help
develop their long-term strategy without the risk of eviction and rent increase. This
demonstrates that the answers were organisation specific and perhaps not a reflection
of the wider strategy.
Below is a selection of some responses:





Agree with the proposed lease term of 10 years, however, cannot agree to
reassessment when seeking to renew the lease. If in the 10 years everything met the
standards required, then the lease should be renewed without having to go through the
reassessment process.
This is good for as minimum term but an option for a longer term should be available.
Up to 10 years seems OK. But as mentioned above, a tenant should be given some
comfort (perhaps not legally binding) as to extension of the term as they may well be
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in talks with their contracting parties when the end of the 10 years approaches, and
security is essential.
It is too short. Many voluntary and community sector organisations have been in
existence for decades and a ten year planning horizon is limited and counter to making
investments in local communities.
Longer leases will support strategic planning and a sense of longevity. Will be leverage
in some funding applications. Not sure why 10-year cap? Would be helpful to have
some options for even longer.
For our organisation this would be a very long lease to enter. We would need to be
sure there are sufficient break clauses as our funding fluctuates year to year and
trustees would need to know they weren’t taking on a liability that couldn’t be managed.
However, the security of a longer lease rather than annual renegotiations would be
helpful.

We also asked, ‘to what extent do you agree or disagree with the proposed lease terms
as set out in the letting policy?’ Below is a selection of some of the responses:








Seems reasonable other than the bureaucracy of "Officers from the Council’s Agents,
Valuation and Strategic Assets team, Strategy and Partnerships team, and relevant
service area will assess the applications against the selection criteria, shortlist the
applicants, interview and offer the premises." This should be streamlined.
The requirement for the VCS organisations to demonstrate their social value, that
leases will be up to 10 years as this offers stability. That if rents are not paid then the
lease is at risk as this will give another organisation the opportunity to use the space.
VCS do not have excess cash to spend on capital investment. There is very little
funding available for it, plus the properties are council owned and so the council should
invest in them to create a sustainable community.
A consistent approach is appropriate and necessary, however, its application to the
many different voluntary organisations across the borough will be a major challenge
requiring implementation over a considerable period. The level of proposed investment
in repairs is likely to be nowhere near adequate for the repairs required across the
voluntary sector portfolio. How will decisions be made about the repairs which are
essential and to be prioritised and those which are less so?
A fair and equitable lease is important but while a basic template might apply to all
there should be flexibility in relation to the specific nature and operations of each
organisation. One size does not fit all.

We also asked, ‘do you have any comments on the proposal for structural and internal
repairs?’ Below is a selection of some of the responses:






Protected tenancies should be included in the proposed new lease terms so that
existing voluntary sector organisations that currently hold tenancies that are protected
should be able to keep the protected status. They should be ported to the new lease
agreement. To build a vibrant voluntary sector in Lambeth long term security and
stability is essential. Agree with the repair’s responsibility between the Landlord and
tenant but landlord’s responsibility should include, rewiring and responsibility for the
plumbing including pipes, boiler etc that goes with the structure of the building.
This process attempts to put all the parties on the same level. We started from different
level/places to other organisations and therefore we are at a disadvantage in this
process.
Some of the premises are not in the best shape and the policy could lead to putting the
cost of repair onto the VCS rather than LBL as the owners of the premises.

The respondents suggested various implementation options and a wide array of ways
in which the wider strategy could be improved to ensure more transparency,
consistency, and fairness. There was a widely accepted recognition that the sector had
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suffered following lockdowns last year, and many were in the process of reviewing how
they deliver their services, and whether their locations and properties would be fit for
purpose going into the ‘new normal’.

3.2 Summary of post code analysis and demographics
A total of 148 people responded to the online survey, most of them representing their
individual VCS groups. The make of respondents was made up of a variety of
respondents from across the spectrum.

Figure 6: Answers to the question (number of responses): “Are you do you represent”

Most respondents who were willing to give their age to the online survey were aged
between 35 to 74 years.
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Figure 7: Answers to the question (number of responses): “Are you do you represent”

About 72% of the respondents were of White British ethnicity and 12% were of Black
descent. Almost half of the respondents skipped this question and did not want to give
their ethnicity, and over 95% of those that did spoke English as their main language.
Finally, over 97% of the survey respondents were happy to be contacted further about
this consultation and provided their contact details.
4. Responses from statutory bodies and other stakeholders
In addition to the responses received through the online survey, the Valuation and
Strategic Assets Team received written and verbal feedback collected through a series
of engagement meetings and webinars. The proposed VCS Asset Strategy was
presented at various meetings with different stakeholders, where additional feedback
was received. The written and verbal responses further reinforced the key messages
outlined in the online survey.
Overall, feedback from most respondents, when responding about their individual
organisations, was extremely positive. There was optimistic caution in relation to how
the strategy would be implemented to achieve fairness throughout the Borough. When
talking about fairness and consistency, it was clear that respondents based this from
their own experience and relations with the Council. For example, WAC, the most vocal
of the organisations, organised a petition to challenge the proposals, however, whilst
they supported the proposals, they wanted to be excluded from the proposals. This
contradicts the principle of fairness and consistency which the very policy is seeking
to achieve.
We have received over 25 separate representations in relation to the future of WAC,
without direct response to the proposed strategy or any cognisance about how its
component parts will impact on all VCS groups within the borough. We have received
representations from the following bodies:






Coin Street Community Builders,
The Brixton Society,
South Bank & Waterloo Neighbours (SoWN)
Lambeth Pensioners Action Group,
We are Waterloo,

5. Next steps
The report will be submitted to Cabinet together with a final Equalities Impact
Assessment (EQIA) and covering report making final recommendations on the
preferred approach.
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Appendix A – Consultation communications
The following text was used to invite pre-consultation and consultation responses to the VCS
sector, particularly tenants:
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Presentation Screen used during briefing sessions

Slide from Presentation used during briefing sessions

VCS Asset Strategy
Occupier Briefing.pdf
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Appendix B – Consultation distribution area
The consultation was limited to VCS organisations, occupiers and tenants operating within
the Borough.
Appendix C – List of stakeholders consulted
Elected members
Lambeth councillors
MPs
MPs
MPs
Police and health authorities
Metropolitan Police
London Fire Brigade
Current tenants of the VCS Property
Portfolio (contacted them directly) *
Weir Link Children's Centre
Lambeth Horticultural Society
WEISA/WASP
Brixton Domino Social Club
Brixton Wings
Bright Education
The Remakery
Age UK Lambeth
Stockwell Partnership
Code 7
Waterloo Action Centre
Angell Delight
Lambeth Public Transport Group
Abdul Azeez Williams (Education &
Outreach)
Elijah Kerr, Brixton Recording Studio
Your Story
Bee Urban
Latino Help Centre
Home Start Lambeth
Lifelong Family Links
LAMSOM
Former BRYC
Lambeth Comm of Refugees from Vietnam
CHIPS-Christian Int Peace Service
Other stakeholder or partners
Lambeth Accord - ‘We Are 336’
Stockwell Partnership
High Trees Community Development Trust
Woodlawns Hub

Name
All
Florence Eshalomi MP
Helen Hayes MP
Bell Ribeiro-Addy MP
London Ambulance Service
NHS Lambeth CCG
Voluntary and community sector groups
Lambeth Forum Network (12 geographically
spread community forums)
Lambeth VCS Partnership Group (elected
reps covering VCS sub-sectors)
VCS Property Group
Vassall & Coldharbour Consortium
Walcot Peer-to-Peer Network
Lambeth Larder
VCS Infrastructure and investment partners
(i.e., Lambeth Funders Forum)
CYP VCS Forum
Lambeth Community Hub Network (9 Hubs
with infrastructure/ buildings)
Disabilities Forum
Emmaus
Trees for Cities
Community of Tigrayan Refugees
Eritrean Saho Cultural Association
Omnibus
Sangayi
Anointed Ministry International
Waterloo Community Counselling Service
Ebony Horse Club
Asha
Vauxhall City Farm
Portuguese Community Centre
IRMO/INDO
Football Beyond Borders
Al-Shaada Islamic Mission
Longfield Hall Trust
Carnegie Hub
Minet Hub
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Appendix D – Consultation Report
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